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Dedicated to the Memory of
Justice Cornelia A. (Connie) Clark

I was privileged to serve as Justice Clark's very first law clerk when she
was appointed to the Tennessee Supreme Court in 2005. Although Justice
Clark had lived in Middle Tennessee her entire life and was wellconnected, she hired me just three months after I moved to Tennessee
from out of state, knowing no one. Justice Clark took a chance on me
when others would not, and in doing so, she gave me a firm foundation upon which to build my career. I came to learn that giving others a leg up was
a big part of who Connie Clark was. Justice Clark continued to mentor me
throughout my career. She was the first person I'd call with a question or
for advice, and we spoke regularly until the end. She was a brilliant legal
mind, a reasoned and disciplined jurist, and a leader to everyone around
her; she is sorely missed.

Amy Farrar
Founding Partner
Tennessee Center for Estate Law

The gift of learning from Justice Clark professionally is not easily summarized. In even a brief meeting, she instilled many invaluable lessons—the
pivotal importance of preparedness, which cannot be replaced by anything
else; the benefit that comes from playing devil’s advocate with yourself; the
need to listen as carefully as you speak; the importance of being able to
recognize what you do not know, and the equally important step of being
able to admit those things; the power of a good question; the value of giving everyone an opportunity to share their perspective and voice; and the
importance of approaching all tasks with a sense of greater purpose.

Allyson (Ally) Lynch
Senior Law Clerk to Justice Clark,
Tennessee Supreme Court

And for as indescribably impactful every one of those lessons is on their
own, somehow the gift of learning from her personally is even more touching. Justice Clark showed up—in many ways and in many moments—for
those who knew her. When someone needed a helping hand, a voice of
reason, someone to celebrate with, someone to grieve with, a listening ear,
a confident advocate’s voice, a teacher, a mentor, a friend, she showed
up, and, in doing so, she taught those around her just how impactful that
action alone is.
I feel so tremendously blessed to have learned from Justice Clark. May we
always live in light of the incredible lessons she taught us all.
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In 2015-2016, I worked with a group of interested attorneys to enact a
licensing accommodation for active-duty military spouse attorneys in
Tennessee. I became very familiar with the justices on the Supreme
Court, especially Justice Clark since she was the liaison to the TN
Board of Law Examiners. I might have been a bit pushy, seeking her
out at LAW events to remind her of our efforts. She was kind and always willing to listen, but made no commitments -- as was appropriate!
Our efforts were successful, thanks to the public support of groups like
LAW and other organizations and attorneys from across the state, and
in June 2017 the Supreme Court invited military spouse attorneys and
representatives from Fort Campbell to the Court. I got goosebumps as I
listened to Justice Clark acknowledge the hard work that went into our
advocacy for the rule; listening to her recount that work was a highlight.
I remember coming close to tears when she closed by addressing the
military spouse attorneys in the room directly, "We would love to have
the opportunity to welcome you all to the Tennessee Bar!" That welcome was more meaningful to the military spouses in attendance than
Justice Clark could have known and it moves me even today.

Maria Campbell
Civil Litigation Attorney
Washington, DC Metro Area
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Josie Beets
Senior VP of
Advancement
United through Reading
Washington DC-Baltimore Area

There are women legal professionals who pave the way for others, and
Justice Clark was one of them. I still remember with clarity the day the Tennessee Supreme Court announced its new admission rule for military
spouse attorneys. My spouse had recently deployed to Afghanistan a few
weeks after we had just moved to Tennessee. I didn’t know a single Tennessean at that point. I sat in the front row where Justice Clark spoke before a full courtroom about why it was important for the both the military
and Tennessee communities to support the employment of military spouse
attorneys. That opened the door to the start of a rewarding career for me
as an attorney at Bone McAllester Norton. I’ve since learned that this was
just one of many ways Justice Clark supported women lawyers throughout
her whole lifetime, and I am honored to be one beneficiary.
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Below are Justice Clark’s Remarks Giving the History of
and Announcing Adoption
of Military Spouse Rule: Rule 7, Section 10.06
June 1, 2017
I am so pleased to be a part of this celebration today. And on behalf of the Court, I want to first
acknowledge and thank the group of lawyers, led by Josie E. Beets, president of the Military Spouse JD
Network, a bar association for military spouses who are attorneys, who made this important, and overdue, change to Rule 7 a reality. In 5 minutes or less, I have been asked to tell their story.
Josie, Judge George Paine, and others initiated contact with the Tennessee Board of law Examiners
(TBLE) in 2014 to suggest that TN consider adoption of a rule that would make it easier for military
spouses to practice in TN while their spouses were stationed here. In March 2015 the TBLE proposed a
long-considered major overhaul of all of TSC Rule 7 dealing with admission to the bar. However, they
were not ready at that time to make a recommendation about the military spouse component. In accordance with our standing policies, their proposed rule changes were published for public comment.
In April 2015 9 military veteran attorneys and/or spouse attorneys, led by Josie Beets, submitted a comment directly to the Court on proposed amendments to Rule 7, seeking adoption of a military spouse
practice rule.
The comment provided a firm factual basis for the proposed amendment, explaining that military families
move frequently, with 79 percent having moved across state lines in the preceding five years. These frequent moves, in turn, make it nearly impossible for attorney spouses, 95% of whom are women, to fulfill
individual state experience requirements for reciprocity or comity admission. This inability to obtain admission in the new state results in a potential income loss of $33,745 per year. And, the difficulty military
spouses have in continuing their legal careers places stress on military families and has resulted in 50%
of attorney spouses living apart from their service member spouses in order to maintain their legal career. The petition proposed commonsense regulations that would allow more spouses to practice while
located in Tennessee without eliminating the safety mechanisms in place to insure that attorneys given
the privilege of a TN license to practice were fully capable of representing our citizens well.
The Court found the document so persuasive and thorough that we treated it as a separate petition to
amend Rule 7 and published it for public comment. The petition received much comment from the Tennessee legal community, including endorsements from the Boards of TLAW, the Lawyers’ Association
for Women Marion Griffin Chapter, the Memphis, Nashville, and TN Bar Associations, and over 100 military veteran attorneys from Nashville and Knoxville, including 13 active and retired state and federal
judges; and 5 former Chiefs of Staff of the Army.
After considering the information provided in the petition and the overwhelming support the proposal received, we were convinced that the proposed amendment, now found as Section 10.06 of Rule 7, was
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one that would benefit the legal community in Tennessee as much as it would benefit attorney military
spouses. So effective January 1, 2016, we adopted a slightly revised version of their proposal and the rest,
as they say, is history!
Today we gather to celebrate those who have taken advantage of the revised rule to continue practicing
their profession while their spouses serve and protect our citizens and our country. And we will anticipate
the arrival of others who may do the same during their time in our communities.
On behalf of the Court and the entire Tennessee legal community, I close by reiterating that TN welcomes
all eligible attorney spouses of active duty service members stationed in Tennessee or at Fort Campbell KY
to seek licensure under section 10.06 of Rule 7. We would love to have the opportunity to welcome you all
to the Tennessee Bar!

Nashville veterans working with the Military JD Spouse Network. From left, Bob Tuke (USMC), Martha
Boyd (USA), Josie Beets, Retired Federal Bankruptcy Judge George C. Paine, II (USA)
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I had the privilege of getting to know Justice Clark while I
was clerking at the Court of Appeals. There are so many
things I admired about her, but her genuine appreciation
and care for people is something I will always remember.
Her chambers was like a little family, and they would even
make sure they took pictures together every year in front of
the Christmas tree at the Supreme Court Building. She was
always encouraging and went to great lengths to make
everyone feel included.

Kimberly Faye
LAW President 2021-2022
Associate
Waller Lansden Dortch & Davis LLP

The passing of Justice Clark has left a mark on our community in immeasurable ways. She was the first woman to
be a law partner, and the first woman to serve as a trial
judge in rural Tennessee counties. She was a fierce advocate for women in the legal community; she was a member
of LAW, the Tennessee Lawyers' Association for Women,
and served as Second Vice President of the Nashville Bar
Association. She always ensured women's’ voices were
heard through her leadership roles. She is the epitome of a
trailblazer. May she rest in power.
Devon Landman
Newsletter Editor 2021-2022
Attorney
Whitfield Coleman Bullock, LLP

Connie knew that her kindness would be treasured by the
ordinary folks she met and she was intentionally very, very
kind, guided by her faith. Still, she had no idea how many
people she touched by her kindness. And what a terrible
loss this is to our State’s jurisprudence!

Nancy MacLean
Attorney, Brentwood
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Each of us who knew Connie understands how much she
valued education, the law and support of those less fortunate and who need assistance. I hope you will join me in
keeping Connie’s memory vibrant for many years.

Carol McCoy
Retired Chancellor,
20th Judicial District

Connie and I were undergraduates in the same class at
Vanderbilt and then she was a year behind me at Vanderbilt Law School.
She had a big heart and was a
consummate professional. She was an ideal fit for a judgeship and I cheered when she was selected for the Supreme
Court. I will certainly miss her.

Barbara Moss
Founder
Elder Law of Nashville PLC

Connie was a wonder. She was everywhere. Involved truly involved – in so many endeavors, some legal and
many not. I met her when she started working for a Nashville law firm and admired her quick ascent within her firm
and the bar – so easily explained, once I got to know
her. Connie lit up a room with her warm smile, quick wit,
and easy friendliness. She is much missed and always will
be by those of us who knew and loved her.

Aleta A. Trauger
U.S. District Court Judge
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Connie deserves all the accolades that have been made
about her. In her memory, I presented a motion to the
Tennessee Judicial Conference Foundation to establish
an annual scholarship in her name and made the initial
contribution to funding it. Should you want to help with
this legacy in her honor, please send your donation
to Suzanne Keith, Treasurer, Tennessee Judicial Conference Foundation, 629 Woodland Street, Nashville, TN
37206-4211.

Suzanne Keith
Executive Director
Tennessee Trial Lawyers
Association

Dianna Baker Shew
Sr. Assistant Attorney General
Office of the Tennessee
Attorney General
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I met Justice Clark when I interviewed and then worked as
a summer associate at Farris, Warfield & Kanaday. When I
graduated from law school in 1987 I went to work in the litigation department of the firm, and worked with Connie regularly. She was a bright star even then – a young woman
who was an equity partner at a large Nashville firm and an
energetic force in the community. I remember her as a
powerful mentor. She was very exacting – not because she
had personal preferences – but because statutory language specified a course of action, the rules required a
particular detail, or the case law illuminated the best
path. Nearly thirty-five years later, I still remember her
counsel. She is one of the reasons I constantly read and re
-read the rules of civil procedure. But I also knew Connie
because we attended the same church in Franklin for a
number of years. She attended with her family, and I can
still picture her sitting with them. I recall her saying on her
way out of church one day she would be helping her nephew with a school assignment before turning to some of her
own “homework” on community boards. Connie was tireless and dedicated. Connie was also a true friend. In the
many years she has been on the bench I have seen her
less frequently. But when a friend or former colleague experienced triumph or tragedy, she was there. Her passing
leaves a great void, and I will miss her. Her heart and her
mind were always on fire.
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JUSTICE CORNELIA CLARK WAS THE KEYNOTE SPEAKER AT THE
2007 NEW ADMITTEES’ BREAKFAST. BELOW ARE HER REMARKS.
Two weeks ago, Nashville was full of country music stars gathered for the 2007 CMA
Awards, a national night of glory in which winners and losers for 2007 were identified.
Today, I am proud to note, Music City is filled with hundreds of bright, well educated,
eager new lawyers who, in just a few hours, will receive their own public accolades
and the conferring of legal authority to enter their chosen profession. There are no
losers in this group today. After your introductions have been completed later, and
your oath has been administered, each of the members of my Court will offer you a
few words of wisdom. In doing so we are likely to cite the rules of our profession, the
words of famous persons, or well known philosophical or religious treatises.
But in the spirit of the place where we are-Music City USA-I want to start this very
special day by offering my own “Top Ten” thoughts on practicing law. But for this list
I am going to skip the traditional citations to those deadly serious philosophers and use instead the wisdom
of those who really know the world-singers and songwriters! Most of the song titles that express my
thoughts are oldies but goodies-a lot like me! But they are still good enough to convey what I want to say to
you as you begin your practice.
Coming in at #I0:
10. “Silence is Golden”- the Tremeloes and Frankie Valli
Remember from Day 1 that you have an obligation of confidentiality as to each of your clients. Interesting
as some of their stories may be, they should not become the subject of your cocktail party conversation. A
lawyer must not reveal information relating to the representation of a client except as specifically provided
by statute or rule. Silence really is golden in the law.
9."Only the Lonely" - Roy Orbison
Cooperate with other lawyers when you can. Be straightforward with them about why, when you can't. If
you file endless discovery requests you don't really need or want; always refuse to agree to continuances
or extensions; assert causes of action which don't have a prayer; or accuse the other lawyer of being unethical or stupid when she makes an honest mistake, you will soon start wondering why your colleagues
treat you like you have a contagious disease. Medical science has not yet found a cure for lawyers with this
disease, and the only treatment is to quarantine those who are infected. In case you haven't noticed, quarantine is a very lonely place. Don't let yourself end up there.
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8. "You're So Vain" - Carly Simon

Don't get arrogant. Yes, lawyers are pretty smart and pretty important people. But always remember that,
but for accidents of birth or random choice, you could be the person sitting on the other side of the desk
telling a lawyer your problem. In the course of your practice you will meet plenty of people who are smart
enough and tough enough to have gone to law school, passed the bar, and gotten the very job you have, if
only their luck had gone a little differently. So don't get vain about who you are or what you do. And be very
careful what you think and say about those who come seeking your help. If they are enduring poverty, disease, disability, sudden job termination, pending incarceration, or some other situation that you yourself
would probably find unendurable , it is they (not you) who are noble. And if they support themselves and
their families at a job that you are not willing to do, be it mining coal, slinging burgers, or cleaning toilets,
they are the ones with true dignity. Don t ever think that the song or the case is all about you!
7. "Respect" - Aretha Franklin
Remember the client is a person, not a case. Already you may have heard someone in your office say "I
have a divorce coming in at one o'clock." Or you may have said, "I've got a medical malpractice tomorrow
morning." But while we say those things, they are not true. You don't represent problems, you represent
people. Even if your client is a large company, it is still the people running it or working there whose individual actions or in-actions caused the issues about which they wish to consult you. You cannot really hear
what your client is saying until you see her as a person, not a category. So find out what "R-E-S-P- E-C-T-"
means to each client, and try always to give it to them.
Next is a real oldie but goodie:
6. "I Only Have Eyes for You" - The Platters
The matter you handle for a client is likely his only case, ever. It may affect his life in many ways. His entire
view of the justice system may be influenced by how you react to his needs. Be a patient listener. Be kind.
Prepare yourself for each meeting you have. Don't interrupt his meeting to take someone else's phone call.
To practice law successfully is to keep each client thinking that, at least for the time you spend together, his
is the only case you have as well. And it should be! Make sure you only have eyes for him at that moment!
5. "Don't Let the Sun Go Down on Me" - Elton John

Do your work promptly and timely. This is the hardest lesson of all to learn. It is also the most difficult to
teach. We all are accustomed to working to a deadline. If that deadline is not today, we tend to believe
we can waste time today and finish tomorrow. But putting off the research, or the hard call to the client,
or anything else, does not make tomorrow easier. And, although you may think tomorrow is completely
unscheduled, chances are once you answer the phone for the first time tomorrow morning, something
will develop to take up all that supposedly free time. So, don't let the sun go down on the projects tha
need doing now. Just do them!
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4. "Tell Me Why" - The Beatles

Communicate! Keep your client reasonably informed at all times about the status of her matter. Return
calls. Forward copies of letters and pleadings. It sounds so simple, and yet "failure to communicate" is the
most frequent complaint made about lawyers to disciplinary boards. And always, always, be honest with
them. Knowing the truth yourself is not enough. Having a candid, but unspoken, opinion about the case is
not enough. The client came to you because he is not learned in the law. He pays you for your expertise. Whether the news is good or bad, the client is entitled to know as soon as you do.
3. "Eight Days a Week" - The Beatles
That is the amount of time some firms may expect you to work. Beware! Do not let the law take over every
minute of your life. Remember you are a husband, a wife, a mother or father, who happens to be a lawyer,
not a lawyer who happens to have a family or a personal life. Lawyering is important. It's also
time-consuming. But if your family doesn't come first in your life, you have rocks in your head. If you live to
old age without learning this lesson, your later years will be filled with regrets and loneliness. If you have
any trouble accepting this advice, stick your head in your kids' room tonight and watch them sleep for a few
minutes. If that doesn't inspire you, nothing will. If your employer has any trouble accepting your priorities
on this issue, you are working in the wrong place. It is just that simple, and you can tell them I said so.
2. "Satisfaction - the Rolling Stones and "Reach out and Touch Somebody's Hand"- Diana Ross
Give something back. My colleagues will have such good advice about this that I don’t want to spoil now
what
not. You have special skills and train
profession, to community organizations, to your re
but do participate! The opportunities to reach out and touch others are endless, and so is the good you can
do. And giving back will give you the greatest satisfaction you can ever imagine.
And Finally, at #1, because I cannot ignore country music altogether, Grand Ole Opry Legend, Johnny
Paycheck, "Take this Job and [Love] It"

ing — But then again, Johnny never worked
both personally
eralist, or a special
your local community, your
the satisfaction I hope it brings you as

more about shoving than lovmendously satisfying,
conciliatory, a genimpact on

speech by saying, as I urge you to say
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Laura Baker
Shareholder
The Law Offices of John
Day, P.C.

Justice Clark had a keen legal mind, was a fair and impartial
jurist, and most importantly, she loved her fellow lawyers,
especially her sisters in the law in LAW. Justice Clark always made it a point to attend LAW luncheons, breakfasts,
and banquets, and to get to know her fellow LAW members.
She set an example for us, rooted for us, cheered our successes, and mourned our losses. Her commitment to the
rule of law, her dedicated work to ensure access to justice,
and her trailblazing career have been and will continue to be
an inspiration to lawyers, especially the women who have
benefitted from the doors she opened for us. Her memory is
a challenge to all of us to do our best work, to contribute to
the profession and our communities, to treat everyone with
dignity and respect, and to reach back and lift up the women
who come behind us.

Connie Clark’s faith was central to her life. A life-long
member of First United Methodist Church in Franklin, TN,
Connie heeded the words of Scripture that “faith without
works is dead.” Her faith was alive indeed.

Byron Trauger
Trauger & Tuke

One example. A few years before her death, Connie joined
the board of Martin Methodist College in Pulaski, TN. She
did so out of a commitment to her church and a commitment to education for Tennesseans in rural communities.
Her service could not have been more timely, because in
2020 the College began discussions with the University of
Tennessee to become UT’s fifth campus.
Connie’s wise counsel during that process was invaluable.
Not only was she knowledgeable about the ways of state
government, but she was a powerful voice within the
church. Her leadership helped convince her fellow United
Methodists that the transformation of a 150-year-old Methodist institution into a campus of the University of Tennessee was consistent with the educational mission of the
church. And she was proved right. UT Southern is now
reaching many more students and communities than its
predecessor was ever able to do.
Connie Clark showed us how to unite faith with works.
That is one of her many legacies.
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Kimberly Veirs
Associate
Bass Berry & Sims PLC

I was part of a program called Careers Now in my very
first internship in Nashville in the Summer of 2009. As
part of that program, the interns were exposed to a lot of
different aspects of the state government, and one day
we took a tour of the Tennessee Supreme Court building
and Justice Clark told us all about her job and the Supreme Court. I remember thinking how neat it was that a
TN Supreme Court Justice took time out of her day to
talk to a bunch of college kids. The next summer, I
worked in the Supreme Court building for a different internship, and I told her how much I appreciated that. She
knew I was heading to law school in the Fall of 2010, and
she was extremely helpful and supportive that summer.
Justice Clark’s love of the law and her community was
evident in everything she did, and I always enjoyed hearing her speak at different events once I became a lawyer
in Nashville. She will truly be missed.
I got to know Justice Clark a little bit during my early days of
practice while clerking at the Court of Appeals. She was always kind and friendly to me as a new attorney. I loved
hearing her tell stories about her days at Vanderbilt law
school where women were in the extreme minority, and I
was moved to tears at her introduction for Judge Cissy
Daughtrey at a ceremony at the Supreme Court building for
the unveiling of Judge Daughtrey’s portrait. It was clear to
me how much of an impact Judge Daughtrey had on Justice
Clark as a young attorney, similar to the impact that both
these trailblazing women have had on me.

Amanda L. Bradley
Of Counsel
Hartzog & Silva, PLLC
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When I went into private practice in Franklin, I would often
see Justice Clark at our local Inns of Court meetings. She
would graciously give up her time to come participate as a
panelist, and in fact, the last encounter I had with Justice
Clark was participating in an Inns of Court meeting by Zoom
this past April. Justice Clark was a panelist to discuss constitutional law questions dealing with a provision of the 14th
amendment and how it pertained to the events from January
6. I remember thinking that day how appreciative I was of
her to generously give her time to impart her wisdom to a
group of local lawyers when I was sure she had a full schedule otherwise. I admired and looked up to Justice Clark, and
I grieve with the Franklin community, women lawyers and
LAW members at her passing.
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Justice Clark was a woman who had presence — an indomitable spirit and kindness — plus her intellect and ability. She had
extraordinary talents both as a lawyer and as a person and figured out how to use both effectively to succeed during a time of
substantial barriers to women.

Margaret Behm
Partner
Dodson Parker Behm &
Capparella, PLLC

Justice Clark was bold and made waves and friends and
earned everyone’s utmost respect, all at the same time. … To
say she was a trailblazer for women does not say enough, for
she was much more. She also built the trails. She was a fighter
and had the guts to stand up for what she knew was right.
Justice Clark stood up for the judiciary, particularly in her successful 2014 statewide retention election. And most importantly, she represented what we aspire to be not only in the legal
system, but with our family, faith communities, and friends.

Margaret shared the following links to an article and letters to the editor that were posted in the Williamson
Herald shortly after the death of Justice Clark.
Margaret Behm’s eulogy given at Justice Clark’s funeral
http://www.williamsonherald.com/news/local_news/state-supreme-court-justice-connie-clark-dies-after-brief
-illness/article_928c142e-1d7a-11ec-bba1-3b204e52ba0e.html
http://www.williamsonherald.com/opinion/letters_to_editor/letter-to-the-editor-remembering-our-judge-clark/
article_d735f274-2168-11ec-b6bb-67f75bb185ad.html
http://www.williamsonherald.com/opinion/letters_to_editor/letter-to-the-editor-letters-about-justice-clarkbrought-the-tears/article_889f8508-26ea-11ec-bc2d-3f5ca3d03389.html
Her longtime close friend Julian Bibb spearheaded the effort to name the second floor courtroom in the historic courthouse in her honor.
https://www.tennessean.com/story/news/local/williamson/2021/11/10/williamson-county-renames-historiccourtroom-after-justice-connie-clark/6286825001/
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Front page article taken from LAW Matters September 2010, Volume XXII No. 5
Cornelia "Connie" Clark: Second Woman Appointed
Chief Justice of the Tennessee Supreme Court
"…to advocate for increased numbers of qualified women on the bench and to work for improvement
of the overall quality of the bench…"
Thirty years ago, the LAW founding members set out the above statement as their primary goal in the
charter. Due to their hard work and advocacy, as well as the determination and talents of women lawyers in this state, that mission is being accomplished. Since 2008, women have not only held a majority as three of five Tennessee Supreme Court justices, but have also held the highest position on the
court as Chief Justice. Justice Janice M. Holder was sworn in as the first female Chief Justice of the
Tennessee Supreme Court on September 2, 2008, and succeeding her upon her two-year term's expiration is Tennessee's second female Chief Justice, Cornelia "Connie" Clark. Justice Clark was appointed to the Supreme Court in September 2005, and prior to her appointment, she served as Director of the Administrative Office of the Courts in May 1999. Born and raised in Franklin, Tennessee,
Justice Clark earned her B.A. and J.D. from Vanderbilt University and her Master of Arts in Teaching
from Harvard University. After earning her law degree, she worked in private practice at Farris,
Warfield & Kanaday (now Stites & Harbison). Clark is a founding member of the Tennessee
Lawyers Association for Women (TLAW), a past member of the LAW board, and a past president of
the YWCA of Nashville, which will induct her into the Academy for Women of Achievement on October
5th at the Renaissance Nashville Hotel. In 1989, Clark was appointed as a Circuit Judge for the 21st
Judicial District, and ten years later, she was appointed Administrative Director of the Tennessee
Courts. Justice Clark’s investiture ceremony was held September 1, 2010 at 10:00 a.m. at the Historic
Courthouse on the town square in her hometown of Franklin, TN, where she once practiced as City
Attorney. LAW co-sponsored the reception, held immediately after the ceremony.
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I knew Justice Connie Clark for decades, through involvement
with LAW, TLAW, TBA, Access to Justice Commission committees, and the Harry Phillips American Inn of Court. I was honored to make a presentation to her on behalf of TLAW when she
was appointed to the Tennessee Supreme Court in 2005. I
treasure the handwritten note I received from her following the
ceremony.

Jacqueline B. Dixon
Attorney and Shareholder
Weatherly & Dixon, PLLC

At her funeral, her five nephews, two close friends, four members of the clergy, and all four sitting Supreme Court justices
spoke from their hearts about the professional and personal relationships they had enjoyed with Justice Clark. Especially striking
to me was that none of those folks said the same thing. Everyone had their own unique experiences with Connie Clark. It was
apparent, that in addition to all the big things she did to make anything she was involved in better, she also found time to be truly
engaged with people–
to write a handwritten note,
to ask her nephew which kind of Doritos he wanted,
to be a mentor,
to be a friend,
to express gratitude, and
to enjoy life with people she cared about.
Her life of service will continue to be an inspiration– inspiration to
be better members of our professions, our towns, our families,
and our faith communities.
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Kyonzte Hughes-Toombs
Deputy Director, Tennessee
Department of Health
Metro Nashville Councilwoman, District 2

“Because Justice Clark was so active in the legal community and with LAW, I’ve interacted with Justice Clark
for the majority of my legal career. Last year, Justice
Clark left a voicemail asking me to serve on the Tennessee Commission for Continuing Legal Education. We
played a little bit of phone tag, and when we finally spoke
and I accepted, she said “I’m so glad that I didn’t have to
twist your arm.” I thought to myself, “I don’t think you
turn down a request from a state Supreme Court justice.” During that phone conversation, Justice Clark said
a lot of kind words about me and to me to indicate that
she had been watching my career, which was motivating
to hear from someone of her stature. Justice Clark is
greatly missed.”

I’m honored to have met the late Justice Cornelia Clark
when I was in college and many times thereafter. Even
as a college student, she said, “Call me Connie.” At that
time, I was a legislative intern, and she worked in the administrative office. I later had the opportunity, when she
was a Justice, to remind her where we’d met. She likely
didn’t remember, but she said she did and asked me to
please reach out if I ever needed anything.

Sonia Jennings Boss
Managing Partner
Boss Fisher, PLLC
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Justice Clark was the 2017 Recipient of the Martha Craig Daughtrey Award.
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INTRODUCTION OF JUSTICE CORNELIA CLARK

MARTHA CRAIG DAUGHTREY AWARD
By Margaret L. Behm
Justice Cornelia Clark, (“Connie”), like all of us, has a history. But she has packed more accomplishments into her history than most anyone you will ever know.
As a member since 2005, Justice Clark is currently the longest serving member of the Tennessee
Supreme Court. She probably knows more than anyone in our state about the Tennessee judiciary. Not
only was she the second woman to serve as Chief Justice, but when in charge of the Administrative
Office of the Courts for six years, she was the judiciary’s spokesperson in the legislature and responsible for the judiciary’s budget.

When Governor McWherter appointed Justice Clark to the trial bench covering Williamson, Hickman,
Perry & Lewis Counties in 1989, she became the first woman trial judge to serve rural counties in
Tennessee. She paved the way for other judges to be accepted by clerks, litigants and lawyers.
Justice Clark was one of the first woman partners in a large Nashville law firm, with a practice that
emphasized local government, employment, civil rights, land use and zoning law. Prior to attending
Vanderbilt law school, she taught government and history in high school after receiving a Masters of
Arts in Teaching from Harvard University. Justice Clark has an incredible demeanor. She just knows
what to do. A lot of folks would call it wisdom, which is good for a judge to have. She has an innate ability to connect with common sense and humility. She has a great smile. She really does her best to do a
good job and be a servant to others. She is an excellent judge … A great writer… Highly organized. She
is very, very smart. She is the real deal.
I have heard Justice Clark tell a story about how, early in her career as a trial judge, she encountered a
woman who was angry at being called for jury service and was acting rude and disrespectful in the
courtroom. Judge Clark excused the woman from jury duty but ordered her to sit and observe the court
proceedings for the day. The following morning, Judge Clark was surprised to see the woman in her
courtroom once again, and the woman had brought her daughter with her. The woman said to Judge
Clark, “I wanted my daughter to be able to see that there is a woman who can be in charge of this, because I want her to know that she can be anything she wants to be.”
Justice Clark tells this story as an example of how you never know when you have the opportunity to
touch someone’s life. But, it is also an example of what it is like to be around Connie Clark.
The public got a good chance to see what it was like to be around Justice Clark in the statewide Court
retention race in 2014. This was a very difficult campaign -- responding to attacks, trying to figure out
how to appropriately raise money when millions of dollars in out-of-state money was spent to unseat
her, having to continually ask for help from acquaintances, friends and family and traveling statewide
while being “judicial” at the same time. This was the true test. She did not become a Supreme Court
judge to run statewide campaigns. In fact, she would rather do almost anything else. But she showed
Tennesseans how a woman can be in charge and conduct herself with the utmost integrity and grace
under pressure. She just knew how to lead and knew what to do and secured her re-election with a decisive win. She is one of a handful of women in our state to win a contested statewide election.
LAW has been a priority of Justice Clark throughout her career. A long time member, she attends
monthly meetings, served on the Board and is a frequent presenter, including a presentation last year
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LAW CISSY DAUGHTREY AWARD REMARKS

APRIL 13, 2017
By Justice Connie Clark
Thank you, Margaret for that very touching and generous introduction. Last year I had the
honor of introducing you as you accepted this award. Our journey together continues!
Thank you to my family, who have supported me through my lifetime, and who are here 12strong tonight. I could not exist without you.
Thank you to all those who nominated me, and to LAW for selecting me for this award. I am
deeply honored and I deeply love this organization.
And thank you to Judge Martha Craig “Cissy” Daughtrey, who by simply living her life has
changed the lives of all of us who have followed. No matter what trials I have encountered in my professional life, I always know that they pale in comparison to what was simply the daily norm for women when Cissy began practicing law. I could not have achieved the success or satisfaction I have had
in my life had not Cissy Daughtrey created the path to success by walking alone down very dusty
trails.
As you heard during the very generous introduction, going out and spreading the word has
become a passion of mine. I have become convinced that the remarkable system of government
embodied in our Constitution is always at risk unless we make sure that each new generation
understands and values the principles on which it was created. Our agreement to govern ourselves
by these principles is always fragile because it is voluntary. It only takes one election, or one outpouring of money, to threaten 230 years of mostly successful adherence to our Founders’ ideas.
We saw that threat in Tennessee clearly in 2014, when Tennessee politicians and outsiders
with money tried to “take over” the Tennessee Supreme Court. I have never been prouder of any
group to which I have belonged than I was of LAW and its leaders for stepping up and creating an
entire Campaign for Fair Courts that was critical in convincing Tennesseans what justice is really
about. Liz, Laura, and many others here, you were, and are, the rising stars who are tasked with understanding the legacy left by your mothers in the law and then stepping forward to carry it onward,
going farther and accomplishing more than any one of us who came before you.
Last year Margaret reminded us about the extraordinary women who founded this group, and
she challenged each of us to move beyond words when necessary to “outrageous acts and everyday
rebellions” to achieve the goals established by our Founding Mothers! I join her in asking you to look
to their lives for inspiration, and then I ask you to look beyond them to the issues that remain
unsolved, and start right now attacking those.
Tonight I ask you to consider the words of Elinor Smith, an early American aviatrix who lived
from 1911-2010. Elinor broke endurance, speed, and altitude records for women pilots in the late
1920’s and early 30’s. She became only the 3d person—and first woman—to appear on a Wheaties
box!
Elinor once said: “It ha[s] long since come to my attention that people of accomplishment rarely
s[i]t back and let things happen to them. They [go] out and happen[] to things!” I cannot think of a better description for Judge Cissy Daughtrey, for Judge Aleta Trauger, or for Margaret Behm. Through
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your generosity, tonight you have elevated me into their sisterhood and by doing so have reminded me
that I have the same obligation not to sit back, but to go out and “happen to” things! For as long as I am
here, I will continue to advocate for the things that matter.
I am not tonight announcing any plans to retire! But I do recognize that I am now nearer the end
of my career than the beginning. I remind you that, as the women rising, it is now mostly in your hands
to promote respect for the rule of law, for the separation of powers, and for the achievement of true
equal access to justice for all people, whatever their background or status.
So I end tonight thanking LAW again humbly for honoring the things I and my generation have
begun. But I challenge each of you to go out and “happen to” things arising now and in the future. Continuing to overcome the challenges is the best way to honor those who have come before you and to
preserve the hard won privileges of equality for those who will follow you.
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